Operational of Islamic Banking always prioritize the principles of Muamalat (transaction or dealing), fairness, and togetherness between the bank and the customer. These principles are the foundation resulting in Islamic banks outperforms other conventional banks. The fairness principle is also used in dividing the profit including Profit Distribution Management (PDM). PDM is the profit distribution based on the ratio agreement between the Islamic bank and depositor. The fluctuation movement of PDM is influenced by several factors including internal and external factors. Some internal factors of Islamic banks influencing PDM including are Capital Adequacy, Effectiveness of Depositors Funds, Asset Composition, Deposits, Productive Assets Management, and Inflation Rate. This study aims to investigate and analyse the factors affecting PDM. This study was conducted at 11 general Islamic bank registered in Indonesia in the period of 2012 to 2016. The results show that there are four factors significantly influencing PDM, namely: Capital Adequacy, Effectiveness of Depositors Funds, Asset Composition and Deposits. Two other factors, namely: Productive Assets Management and Rate of Inflation have no significant influence on PDM.
INTRODUCTION
It puts a greater emphasis on the principles of muamalat (transaction or dealing), fairness and togetherness, in both obtaining profit and overcoming the risk. The Islamic Banking than conventional banking are more interest free banking based from [1] . Recent studies almost investors choose Islamic Banking for religious reasons rather, even though the depositors may make a comparison between rates of profits from one Islamic Bank to another.
In the process of both collecting and distributing the fund, GIB implements the profit system using revenue and profit sharing as well as risk sharing, its mean the Profit Distribution Management (PDM). Profit Distribution Management is its profit sharing to smoothing their profit, such as to maintain higher rate of return [2] ,Profit Distribution Management was in process of both collecting and distributing the fund, GIB implements the profit system using revenue and profit sharing as well as risk sharing [3] . According to [4] , Profit Distribution Management based on effect differential timing of investment, debt, capping the profits with an early buy-out option the fund, and Guarantee of compensation for loss of capital. The result of this statement that The Distribution Management influenced by the fund of investors are called The Third Parties Fund.
The movement of fund gathered from the society in GIB in Indonesia is significantly growing. The Third Parties Fund increases from the gyro product, saving and deposit. The latest data from [5] is presented in Table 1 The growth of third parties fund in GIB presented in Table 1 .1 indicates that the society trust on the Islamic principles has been fully conducted in the bank operational. The growth of third parties' fund is also the biggest contributor to improve the performance of GIB. The Third Parties Fund is also one of the indicator was measure the growth of performance together with Total Asset Bank and Landing Financing. The performance movement of third parties' fund GIB is illustrated in table 2. Based on the two phenomena presented in Table 1and 2, this study is designed to further analyse the factors affecting the activity of Profit Distribution Management (PDM).
Profit distribution Management (PDM) is the profit sharing of Islamic banks to the customer based on the agreed ratio each month. PDM is managed based on the product chosen by the customers and its rate of ratio. PDM is also known as the distribution of business profit or the distribution of income and the distribution of profit sharing.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Bank Indonesia defined profit-sharing distribution as the profit-sharing of Islamic banks to deposit customers based on the agreed ratio every month. [6] stated that Profit Distribution Management (PDM) is an activity of managers in allocating the distribution of profit-sharing of Islamic banks to their customers. Profit Distribution Management is activity conducted by managers in allocating the distribution of profit-sharing of Islamic banks to their customers every period/month agreed. The calculate the Profit Distribution Management that refers consider all revenue and expense, and provide the spread between total asset return on assets [7] . So indicator of Profit Distribution Management is: Profit Distribution Management influenced by several factor, one of them is a Capital Adequacy. Capital Adequacy can be interpreted as bank ability to cover the loss caused which is supported by the availability of fixed asset and investment [6] . The indicator used to measure the Capital Adequacy is CAR (Capital Adequacy Ratio).
The greater this ratio means the healthier of the bank to conduct their performance. The high CAR enables banks to overcome the risks resulting in the managers being braver in organizing the profit distributionmanagement (PDM) referring to the interest rates as the bank is a safe condition. In relation to the stakeholder theory, Islamic banks will increase the PDM referring to the interest rates to satisfy the depositors. Its similarity result from [8] is a positive relationship between capital adequacy and the level of profit and sharing the return.
H1: CAR has effect to Profit Distribution Managment The second factor is Effectiveness of Depositors Fund. According to [9] , Effectiveness of Depositors Fund witch proxy by Financial to Deposit Ratio is measurement the bank ability to return withdrawls made my investors and by relying on financing provides as sourceliquidity. Effectiveness ofDepositorsFunds can be measured by financing todeposit ratio (FDR) [2] The indicator of FDR is:
According to [10] , Effectiveness of Depositors Fund is reflection of intemediary function between the investor as the owner of the third parties fund and the bank. On in other words as a costumer realitoinship. Thereofer the bank will increase Profit Distribution Management on . The high FDR indicates that the the refers to the level of profit sharing.This will automatically increase the rate of profit sharing.
H2: FDR has effect to Profit Distribution Management
The third factor is AssetComposition. Asset Composition can be said also as a proposition of non-invesment financing and is flat. The financing is based on the initial agreement at the time of the contract. So that price and profits are recognized at initial agreement without any change of interest rate durings the financing [8] . The amount of Asset Composition determines the amount of return thatt will be returned mitmach so that Islamic Banking can detemine the amoun of Profit Distribution Management. Especially the exposure financing with fixed interest rate, may influence the extent the banks manage the profit distribution to the depositors. According to [2] , AssetComposition can be measured using the ratio of LoanAssetto Total Asset (LATA). LATA is LATA determines the level of which the Islamic bank conduct profit distribution management to return mismatch in the market condition when interest rate changes [10] . Therefore, the higher ratio corresponds to the higher rate of PDM.
H3: LATA has effect to Profit Distribution Management
The fourth factor is Deposit. Deposit is the variables describing the level of bank dependency towards depositors. Consider that [10] , Deposit explains how much the banks attachment to Third Parties Fund. If insufficient fund accur then the bank can not perform its functions with maximum even not work at all . Deposits is measured based on the percentage of depositors' fund of the total asset. [2] argued that Islamic bank holding smaller proportion of third party fund than the shareholders tends to manage PDM.
In the stakeholder theory the bank will handle the depositr, thus maximing the level of Profit Distribution Mangement. With a high rate Profit Distribution will be impact to increase the external funding. Another that a high proposition of funds was effect possibilityof withdrawal funds by depositors, [11] .
H4: Deposit has effect to Profit Distribution Management
The fifth factor is Productive Asset Management. Productive Asset Management Productive Assets Management shows bank ability in producing income based on the performance of Islamic banks in channeling the financing, considered that bank operational income highly depends on the difference of spread and the financing channeled [1] . Productive Asset Manegement too explained the capability in generating revenue by performance of the Islamic Banking in distribution the financing [12] . Productive Assets Management can be proxied by Net Interest Margin (NIM). It be measure that Based on result research by [10] ; [13] , that argued that the failure in considering the spread between the interest rate and financing margin will have an impact on the loss of profit margin, the loss of better quality of debtors, failure in calculating the loss of non-performing loan and the decrease of the profit-sharing quality, concluding that Productive Asset Management gives effecting on Profit Distribution Management.
H5: NIM has effect to Profit Distribution Management
The last factor is Rate of Inflation. Rate of Inflation is the continuous increase of general price level in economy. The rate of inflation year by year in Indonesia can be observed from the percentage of the change of consumer price index (IHK). Based on result [6] that high inflation rate cause costs to increase and less profitable productive activities. According to [12] , the increase inflation rate may effect to reduce the corporate earnings, including Islamic Banking, so its consequently to reduce the Profit Distribution Management. Itssimilary that result by [10] , Indonesia's macroeconomic condition has not been able to provide a positive bussiness climate for Islamic Banking industry. If its associated with stakeholder theory, the hight rate of inflation resulted in the level of Profit Distribution of islamic banks tend to decrease. While indonesia's economic growth is not high enough and strong enough to drive the real sector that becomes the source of revenue for the result of Islamic Banking. The rate of inflation year by year in Indonesia can be observed from the percentage of the change of consumer price index (IHK).
H6: Rate of Inflation has effect toProfit Distribution Management.
METHODS
This study used statistics model proposed bymultiple regression analysis using Ordinary LeastSquare (OLS). The multiple regression analysis was conducted to examine the accuracy of the relationships between PDM (dependent variable) and Capital Adequacy,Effectiveness ofDepositors Funds, Assets Composition,Deposits,Productive Assets Management,and Rate of Inflation as the independent variables. And than the resarch used descriptive analyze and analyze hypothesis test.Hypothesis testing is done by accepted if the significancy value less than 0.05 or 5%.
The formula of regreession analysis is: The sample in this study was 11 GIB in Indonesia from the period of 2012 to 2016. The detailed information is presented in table 3 Y =0,487 + 0,45CAR + 0,577FDR -0,366LATA + 0,381DEPOSIT + 0,520 NIM + 0,547 IHK Based on the above regression formula can be concluded that each independent variable has a positive relationship to dependent. It means every increase of independent variable causes the increase of dependent variable. For the analyse Hypothesis the result is In the Capital Adequacy that has the sig value is 0.0361 or has a sig level more than 0.05 (0.0361<0.05).
CAR have the positive effect to Profit Distribution Management, with coefficient is 0.450 or 45%. CAR be effect to Profit Distribution Management (H1 is accepted). The higher level of Capital Adequacy of a Islamic Banking observed from the Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) will encourage increased Profit Distribution Management.
The test results are in line with previous research conducted by [14] ; [9] ; [10] ; [15] . But not linear with result by [6] that CAR not effecting to Profit Distribution Management and [9] with car have a negative effect Effectiveness of Depositors Fund with the indicator is FDR has a significance level below 0.005 (0.0373<0.0500). It means that hypothesis 2 (H2) is accepted. FDR be effect to Profit Distribution Management, with the coefficient is 0.577 or 57.70%. Its mean FDR has positive effect to Profit Distribution Management. So the higher the FDR of a bank can be a benchmark to increase Profit Distribution Management. Its result same with previous research by [10] ; [15] ; [6] ; and [11] , but difference with previous research by [13] Asset Composition (LATA), Deposit (Deposit), and Inflation Rate (IHK) variable have significance level with sig. value below 0.005. that each value 0.0433 for LATA, 0.0499 fot Deposit and 0.0200 for IHK. Its result same with previous research by [8] and [12] But its not similarity with research [10] ; and [11] .
Assets Management with the indicator is NIM. NIM Variable had a different result. NIM has the sig.value is 0.0761 or has a sig level more than 0.05 (0.0834>0.05). its mean to rejected hypothesis. NIM not be effect to Profit Distribution Management (H5 was rejected). This research is in line with [11] .
The significance test of the research model has value of R2 = 0.8070 which means that 80.70% of independent variable (CAR, FDR, LATA, DEPOSIT, NIM and IHK) can explain the effect to dependent variable (Profit Distribution Management).
CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis results, it can be concluded that four factors positively influence Profit Distribution Management at General Islamic Bank in Indonesia, namely: Capital adequacy (CAR), Effectiveness of depositors' funds (FDR), Asset Composition (LATA),Deposit, and Rate of Inflation (IHK), while is the Assets Management (NIM) have no impact on the PDM.
